
Welcome. Thanks for the opportunity. Little bit about me/us. Who’s in the room?
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We’ll give you the background and context of Heart & Soul. 
Tailor remarks to your audience and the purpose for the presentation – why you are 
there. 
What’s next – glad  you’ll be using Heart & Soul for your project, initiative, planning. 
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Heart & Soul comes from the Community Heart & Soul, the primary work of the Orton 
Family Foundation, a 501(c)3.
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By 2019-20 20 citizens from across the county had participated on leadership team and 
41 participated in 3 community teams
Representation from all over county
Representation from long-time resident to newer residents
Representation from rural non-farming; rural farmers; and community
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Involve everyone—All voices matter
Connect with, listen to and embrace everyone who lives, works, learns or plays in 
Madison County
Reach out to the underrepresented and hard to reach voices

Focus on What Matters
Identify things/characteristics that distinguish Madison County and make it a 
good place to live
Lead decision-makers in recognizing “homegrown ideas” that the community 
members will support

Play the Long Game
Build ownership for and commitment to see results
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Interview protocol
Number of surveys collected---goal to reach 10% of population
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If they want more, use this information and/or go to the hidden slides.
Winterset populations is 42.5% of the county population.
Respondents were asked to self-select which community they most closely identify with. 
County demographics is 50/50 male/female, whereas 55% of respondents were women. 

Following slides match this list of topics on this slide.
More detailed demographic analysis is available in the Madison County Hear & Soul 
Survey Findings (ThriVinci Report)
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The Madison County Heart & Soul committee enlisted the help of ThriVinci, an Omaha, 
Nebraska, nonprofit that specializes in organizational development and effectiveness 
consulting. This work was funded by grants from the Greater Madison County 
Community Foundation and funding from the Madison County Board of Supervisors. 
ThriVinci analyzed thousands of survey responses in order to provide a framework for 
unbiased data-driven decision making. The next step was to quantify the responses so 
they could be organized into manageable groups of ideas. The county-wide survey 
findings empower the communities and extend the collective voice of the citizens.
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Leadership teams/Community groups collaborated for many hours to use the survey 
responses to create the heart & soul 
Coded survey responses into data bits
Grouped into themes
Add numbers to illustrate enormity of the task
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Collaborative effort by many people to identify the themes about what matters most to 
the citizens of our county. Used the words people expressed in their survey responses to 
create the statements.
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Color Coding
Blue - active verb expressing how we feel about the theme; words like value, treasure, 
honor
Red – expresses the identified theme, the what, the big idea of what matters most
Green – expresses the personal benefits, the why (the because) we care about the 
theme, the connection to our communities
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For more information, see the heart & soul website: The Action Planning tab. 
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